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Termas de Cuntis thermal spa in Galicia receives 
EuropeSpa med quality certificate  
 
Wiesbaden/Cuntis, June 26, 2015 | Termas de Cuntis, the largest 

thermal spa in Galicia, and the two adjacent 4 star hotels “La 

Virgen” and “Castro do Balneario” have been awarded the 

EuropeSpa med quality certificate. Based on more than 1,000 

quality criteria, aspects like infrastructure, security, treatments, 

accommodation, kitchen and service were assessed.  

The thermal spa area “Acquaform” offers a huge variety of wellness 

and medical treatments and focuses on the prevention and 

treatment of rheumatism, arthrosis, arthritis, back pains, respiratory, 

metabolic and skin disorders. The medical treatments include  

bathes, mud packages, inhalations, physiotherapy and different 

massages. The wellness area offers among others a Jacuzzi, a 

steam bath, a Finnish sauna, a gym and a variety of beauty 

treatments.  

The style of hotel “La Virgen” is inspired by a Galician manor. It has 

84 rooms, a restaurant with local and international cuisine and direct 

access to the thermal spa. “Hotel Castro do Balneario” is located in 

a traditional Galician villa with 18 individually furnished rooms. Both 

hotels offer 4 star comfort including shower or bathtub/toilet, 

minibar, safe, air-conditioning and TV.  

“With the EuropeSpa med certification Termas de Cuntis have 

proven their outstanding quality standards. We are delighted to 

welcome the largest thermal spa in Galicia as certified provider in 

Spain”, explains EuropeSpa CEO Dr. Kurt von Storch.  
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About EuropeSpa 

EuropeSpa is the international quality system for medical spa and wellness 

providers worldwide. EuropeSpa’s purpose is to develop and publish internationally 

standardised quality criteria, offer certifications based on these criteria, disseminate 

this know how in courses and seminars worldwide. EuropeSpa developed from an 

initiative of the European Spas Association (ESPA). Today it is the ESPA’s official 

quality system for medical spa and wellness. The EuropeSpa certificates are the 

official seals of quality of the European Spas Association (ESPA). They are 

considered the most sophisticated quality assessments and allow an international 

comparison with their cross-boarder standards. EuropeSpa provides technically 

profound orientation and transparency in the European market for medical spa and 

wellness. In doing so, EuropeSpa’s aim is to stand out against mere marketing or 

“membership seals“, which are often misleading and lacking substance.  

 
More Information 
 
On Termas de Cuntis: 
http://www.termasdecuntis.com/en/ 
 
On EuropeSpa (including downloadable high resolution pictures and background 
information):  
http://www.europespa.eu/nc/press 


